The new SAA2 is a small, lightweight, and scalable safety accessory that helps you to mark your testing area and warn people that the prohibition zone around the test setup must not be entered. The system is cascadable up to 6 lamps. Depending on the status of the test device – in operation, ready to measure, etc. – the SAA2 shows either a green or red light. In addition to the red flash light, the SAA2 can also give an audible signal if a measurement is ongoing. It also offers an emergency button to stop the measurement immediately, if needed.

The SAA2 warning lamp can be used with CPC 100/80, TESTRANO 600, COMPANO 100, CIBANO 500 and VOTANO 100. Via the control unit, the SAA2 can be combined with other OMICRON safety accessories.

### Packages

- **SAA2 Warning Lamp Set – Basic Package (VEHZ0717)**
  Slim package with one lamp in a small transportation case, including 1 x SAA2 control unit, 1 x signal lamp, and 1 x transport case for 1 signal lamp

- **SAA2 Warning Lamp Set – Standard Package (VEHZ0718)**
  Configurable package for up to 4 lamps in one transport case, including 1 SAA2 control unit, 1 x signal lamp, and 1 x transport case up to 4 signal lamps

- **SAA2 Warning Lamp Set – Standard Package (VEHZ0719)**
  Extension kit to configure the Standard Package, including 1 x signal lamp and 1x connection cable

---

**Emergency stop button**
Switches off outputs of main device immediately and brings the test setup into a safe state

**Equipment**
Equipped with magnetic holders and a hook

**Signal state**
Red-Green signal indication depending on status of test (indoor/outdoor light intensity)

**Audible signal**
Audible signal if measurement is active (optional)

**Durable design**
Ingress Protection (IP 52 rating)
OMICRON is an international company serving the electrical power industry with innovative testing and diagnostic solutions. The application of OMICRON products allows users to assess the condition of the primary and secondary equipment on their systems with complete confidence. Services offered in the area of consulting, commissioning, testing, diagnosis and training make the product range complete.

Customers in more than 160 countries rely on the company’s ability to supply leading edge technology of excellent quality. Service centers on all continents provide a broad base of knowledge and extraordinary customer support. All of this together with our strong network of sales partners is what has made our company a market leader in the electrical power industry.